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A slave cannot be a man. A man does not, or is not sup-
posed to, work all of his life without recourse to the other
areas of human existence. The emotional limitations that
slavery must enforce are monstrous: the weight of his bond-
age makes impossible for the slave a geat many alternatives
into which the shabbiest of free men can project himself.
There is not even a separate identity &e ego can claim.
"What are you going to be when you grow up?" "A slave."

The work song is a limited social possibility. The shouts
and hollers were strident laments, more than anything. They
were also chronicles, but of such a mean kind of existence
that they could not assume the universality any lasting musi-
cal form must have, The work songs and later blues forms
differ very profoundly not only in their fonn but in their
lyrics and intent.

Oh, Lawd,I'm tired, uuh
Oh, Lawd,I'm tired, uuh
Oh, Lawd, I'm tired, uuh
Oh, Lawd, I'm tired, a dis mess.

(rcpeated,)

Primitive blues-singing actually came into being because
of the Civil War, in one sense. The emancipation of the
slaves proposed for them a normal human existence, a hu-
manity impossible under slavery. Of course, even after slav-
ery the average Negro's life in America was, using the more
ebullient standards of the average American white man, a
shabby, barren existence. But still this was the black man's
ffrst experience of time when he could be alone. The leisure
that could be extracted from even the most desolate share-
cropper's shack in Mississippi was a novelty, and it served
as an important catalyst for the next form blues took.

Many Negroes who were sharecroppers, or who managed
to purchase one of the tiny fa::ns that dotted the less fertile
lands of the South, worked in their ffelds alone or with their
families. The old shouts and hollers were still their accom-
paniment for the arduous work of clearing'llnd, planting,
or harvesting crops. But there was a solitude to this work
that had never been present in the old slave times. The'huge
plantation ffelds had many slaves, and they sang together.
On the smaller farms with fewer slaves where the older Afri-
can forms died out quicker, the eight- and sixteen-bar "bal-
Iits," imitations of the songs of the white masters, were heard
along with the shouts. Of course, there must have been
lyrics to some of the songs that the slave could not wisely
sing in front of his master. But the small farms and share-
croppers'plots produced not only what I think must have
been a less self-conscious work song but a form of song or
shout that did not necessarily have to be concerned with,
or inspired by,Iabor. Each man had his own voice and his
own way of shouting-his own life to sing about. The tend-
ers of those thousands of small fanns became almost identi-
ffed by their individual shouts. "That's George lones, down
in Hartsville, shoutin' like that."

Along with this leisure there was also that personal free-
dom to conduct or ruin one's life as one saw fft. In the r87o's
there were &ousands of black migrant workers moving all
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tlrough tle South. There'were also men who just moved
around from place to place, not really migratory laborers,
just footloose wanderers. There could come now to these
ex-slaves a much fuller idea of what exactly America was.
A slave on a Georgia plantation, unless he was sold or es-
caped, usually was born, grew to manhood, and died right
in Georgia. To him, the whole of Ameriea would be Georgia,
and it would have to conform strictly to what he had experi-
enced. St. Louis, Houston, Shreveport, New Orleans, sirnply
did not erist (and certainly not New York). But now for
many Negoes there was a life of movement from farm to
farm, or town to town. The limlted social and emotional al-
ternatives of the work song could no longer contain the
growing experienee of this country that Negroes began to
respond to. Also, the entraroce of Negroes into the more
complicated social situation of self-reliance proposed multi-
tudes of social and cultural.problems that they never had
to deal with as slaves. The music of the Negro began to re-
flect these social and cultural complexities and change.

Very early blues did not have the "classic" twelve-bar,
three-line, AAB structure. For a while, as I mentioned before,
blues-type songs utilized the structure of the early English
ballad, and sometimes these songs were eight, ten, or sixteen
bars. The shout as much as the African call-and-response
singing dictated the form blues took. Blues issued directly
out of the shout and, of course, the spiritual. The tlree-line
etructure of blues was a feature of the shout" The first two
lines of the song were repeated, it would seem, while the
singer was waiting for the next line to come. Or, as was char-
acteristic of the hollers and shouts, the single line could be
rq>eated again and again, either because the singer espe-
cially liked it, or because ho could not think of another line.
The repeated phrase also carries into instrumental jazz as
theriff.

Another reason for the changes in musical form was the
change of'speech patterns among a great many Negroes.

By now the language of America was mastered for casual
use by most Negroes. While the work song or shout had
only a few English words, or was composed of Africanized
English words or some patois-like language that seemed more
a separate language than an attempt at mastering English,
early blues had already moved toward pure American lyrics
(with the intent that the song be understood by other Amer-
icans). The endlessly repeated line of the shout or holler
might also have been due to the relative paucity of Ameri-
can words the average ffeld. Negro possessed, the rhyme line
being much more difficult to supply because of the actual
limitation singing in American imposed. The lines came
more easily as the Ianguage was mastered more completely.
Blues was a kind of singing that utilized a lan$uage that
was almost strictly American. It was not until the ex-slaves
had mastered this language in whatever appropriation of it
they made that blues began to be more evident than shouts
and hollers.

The end of the almost exclusive hold of the Christian
Church on the black man's leisure also resulted in a great
many changes of emphasis in his music. The blues is formed
out of tfie same social and musical fabric that the spiritual
issued from, but with blues the social emphasis becomes more
personal, the "Jordan" of the roog tnn"h more intensely a
lwmnn accomplishment. The end of slavery could be re-
garded as a Jordan, and not a metaphysical one either, al-
though the analogy of the deliverance of the Jews and the
Emancipation must have been much too cogent a point for
proselytizing to be lost on the local black minister. There
was a deffnite change oI direction in the primitive blues.
The metaphysical Jordan of life after death was beginning
to be replaced by the more pragmatic ]ordan of the Ameri-
canmaster; the ]ordan of what the ex-slave could see vaguely
as sel-f-determination. Not that that idea or emotion hadnt
been with the very ffrst Africans who had been brought
here; the difference was that the American Negro wanted
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some degree of self-determination where he was living. The
desperation to retur:n to Africa had begun to be replaced
by another even more hopeless one. The Negro began to feel
a desire to be more in this countr;r, America, than chattel.
"The surt's gonna shine in my back door someday!'

The leisure and movement allowed to Negoes after the
Civil War helped to standardize the new blues form as well
as spread the best verses that were made up. Although there
were regional difrerences in the way blues began to be sung,
there were also certain recurrin$, soon "classical," blues
verses and techniques that turned up in a great many
places simply because a man had been there from Georgia
or Louisiana or South Carolina and shown the locals what
his town or region produced.

But the thousands of black blues shouters and ballit sing-
ers who wandered throughout the South around tle turn of
the century moved from place to place not only because
Negroes were allowed to travel after the Civil War, but be-
cause for a great many Negroes, emancipation meant a con-
stant desperate search for employment (although there
must also have been those people who, having been released
from their bondage, set out at once to see what this country
was really about). Not only the migratory workers who fol-
Iowed the crop harvests but the young men who wanted
any kind of work had to tramp all over the South in search
of it. It is also a strange note that once the Negroes were
free, it was always the men who had the harder time ffnding
work. Women could always ffnd work as domestics wherever
they were. But the black man who had done agricultural
Iabor, as most Negroes had, found it &fficult to ffnd work
because the impoverished whites of the South suddenly had
to pay wages to their'workers. The Negro had to have wages
to livq for the ffrst time he needed money and had to enter
into the fferce struggle for economic security like any other
poor man in this country. Aguio, even lhe economic status
of the Negro after his freedom proposed new changes for

his music. "I never had to have no money befd/And now
they want it everywhere I go." The content of blues verse
had become much changed from the strictly extemporized
Iyrics of the shouts and hollers.

It seems possible to me that some kind of graPh could be
set up using samplings of Negro music proper to whatever
moment of the Negro's social history was selected, and that
in each grouping of songs a certain frequency of reference
could pretty well determine his social, economic, and psy-
chological states at that particular period. From the neo-
African slave chants through the primitive and classical
blues to the scat-singing of the beboppers: all would show
deffnite insistences of reference that would isolate each
Soup from the others as a social entity. No slave song need
speak about the slave's lack of money; no early Afro-Ameri-
can slave song would make reference to the Christian
Church; almost no classical blues song would, or could,
make direct or positioo mention of Africa. Each phase of the
Negro's music issued directly from the dictates of his social
and psychological environment. Hence the black man who
began after slavery to eliminate ai much of the Negro cul-
ture from his life as possible became by this very act a cer-
tain kind of Negro. And if this certain kind of Negro still
endeavored to make music, albeit with the strict provision
that this music not be a Negro music, he could still not es-
cape t}e ffnal "insult" of this music being evaluated so-
cially, psychologically, and musically as a kind of. Negro
music. The movement of the Negro into a position where
he would be able to escape even this separation from the
white mainstream of America is a central theme of this book.

Even with the relative formalization of secular Negro
music, blues was still an extremely personal music. There
were the songs extolling the merits and adventures of heroes
or heroic archetg>es, ]ohn Henry, Stagger Lee, Dupree, etc.,
but even as the blues began to expand its references it still
remained a kind of singing that told about the exploits of
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the singer. Heroic archetypes or cowardly archetypes were
used to point up some part of the singey's life.

In come a nigger named Billy Go-heU
Coon was so mean was skeered of hisself;
Loaded wid razors an'guns, so they say,
Cause he killed a coon most every day.

And this intensely personal nature of blues-singing is also
the result of what can be called the Negrot "American ex-
perience." African songs dealt, as did the songs of a great
many of the preliterate or classical civilizations, with the ex-
ploits of the social unit, usually the tribe. There were songs
ibout the gods, their works and lives, about nature and the
elements, about the nature of a man's life on the earth and
what he could expect after he died, but the insistence of
blues verse on the life of the individual and his individual
trials and successes on the earth is a manifestation of the
whole Western concept of man's life, and it is a development
that could only be found in an American black man's music.
From the American black leadert aceeptance of Adam Smith
"laissez faire" social inferences to some less fortunate black
mant relegation to a lonely patch of useless earth in South
Carolina, the weight of Western tradition, or to make it
more specific and loeal, the weight of iust what social cir-
cumstance and accident came together to produce the Amer-
ica that the Negro wa.s part of, had to make itself part of
his life as well. The whole concept of the solo, of a man
singing or playing by himseU, was relatively unknown in
West African music.

But if the blues was a music that developed because of
the Negro's adaptation to, and adoption of, America, it was
also a music that develbped because of the Negro's peculiar
positioriin this country. frlarty blues, as it came io dider from
the shout and the Afro-Christian religious music, was also
perhaps the most impressive expression of the Negro's in-
dividuality within the superstructure of American society.

Even though its birth and growth seems connected ffnally
to the general movement of the mass of black Americans
into the central cultule of the country, blues still went back
for its impetus and emotional meaning to the individual,
to his completely personal life and death. Because of this,
blues could remain for a long time a veqy fresh and singular
forrr of expression. Though certain techniques and verses
came to be standardized arnong blues singers, the singing
itself remained as arbitrary and personal as the shout. Each
man sang a different blues: the Peatie Wheatstraw blues,
the Blind Lemon blues, the Blind Willie Johnson blues, etc.
The music remained that personal because it began with
the perfurr,lers tbemselves, and not with for,malized notions
of how it was to be performed. Early blues developed as a
musie to be stmg far pleasure, a casual rrusic, and that was
its strength and its weahess.

f don't wantyou to be no slave,
f don't want you to work all day,
I dontwant you to be true,
I just want to make love to you.

Sinee most Negroes before and after slavery were agricul-
tural laborers, the corr songs and arwhoolies, the shouts
and hollers, issued from one kind of work. Some of the work
son$s, for instance, use as their rneasure the grunt of a man
pushing aheavy weight or the blow of a harnrner against a
stone to provide the metrical precision and rhythrnical irn-
petus behind the singer. ("Take this hammer, uh,/Take it
to the eaptain, uh,/Take it to the captain, uh,/Tell him tr rl
gone.") Contemporary work songs, for example, songs re-
corded by Negro convicts working in the South-Iaying rail-
road, ties, felling trees, breaking rocks, take their impetus
from the work being done, and the forrn of the singing itself
is dictated by the wolk. These workers for the most part do
not sing blues. The labor is central to the song: not only is
tle recurring grunt or moan of these work songs some kind
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of metrical and rhythmical insistence, it is the very catalyst
for the song. On one recent record, the Louisiana Folklore
Society's, Prison Worksongs recorded in Angola, Louisiana,
at the Louisiana State Penitentiary there, one song listed
as Take This Hamm.er begins as that song, but lasts as that
for only about three "bars" (three strokes of the hammer)
and then wanders irresolutely into Alberta, Berta, several
blues verses, and a few lines from a spiritual. The point is
that the primitive blues was at once a more formal music
since the three-line, twelve-bar song became rapidly stand-
ardized, and was also a more liberated music since there was
literally more to sing about. In one's leisure one can begin to
formalize a method of singing as well as ffnd new things to
sing about. (It is an interesting thought that perhaps all the
music that Negroes in America have made might have been
quite different if the work that they were brought here to do
had been different. Suppose Negroes had been brought to
this country to make vases or play basketball. How might
the blues have developed then from the impetus of work
songs geared to those occirpations?)

Work songs and shouts were, of course, almost always a
capelln.It would have been extremely difficult for a man to
pick cotton or shuck corn and play an instrument at the same
time. For this reason pre-blues secular singing did not have
the discipline or strict formality tlat a kind of singing em-
ploying instruments must have. But it is obvious from the
vbry earliest form of the blues that instrumental accompani-
ment was beginning to be taken into consideration. The
twelve-bar blues-the more or less final form of blues-is
constructed so that each verse is of tlree lines, each line
about four bars long. The words of the song usually occupy
about one-half of each line, leaving a space of two bars for
either a sung answer or an insb:umental response.

It may seem strange that the formal blues should evolve
after slavery, after so many years of bondage and exposure

by the slaves to the larger Western cultural unit, into a fbrm
that is patently non-Western; the three-line verse form of
&e blues springs from no readilv apparent Western source.
But the use of instruments on a large scale was also some-
thing that happened after the Emancipation; the very pos-
session of instruments, except those few made from African
models, was rare in the early days of slavery. The stereo-
typ"d pictures that many of the apologists for the Southern
way of life used as fyleaves for their numerous novels after
the Civil War, depicting a happy-goJucky black existential-
ist strumming merrily on his banjo while sitting on a bale of
cotton, were, I'm sure, more romantic ffction than fact. The
slave would hardly have had the time to sit on his mastert
bale of cotton during the work day, and the only instru-
ments that were in common usage among the slaves were
drums, rattles, tambourines, scrapers (the jawbone of a
horse over which a piece of wood was scraped), and the
like; even such an African instrument as the banjo was very
scarce. The guitar was not commonly played by Negroes
until much after the Civil War. An instrument like the har-
monica grew in popularity among a great many Negroes
simply because it took up almost no space and was so easy
to carry around. But even the harmonica did not come into
common use until after slavery, and certainly the possession
and mastery of European instruments did not occur until
much later.

.When primitive or country blues did begin to be influ-
enced by instruments, it was the guitar that had the most
effect on the singers. And when the great masses of Negroes
were just beginning to learn the instrument, the relatively
simple chords of the country blues were probably what
they learned. Conceivably, this also brought about another
change: blues, a vocal music, was made to conform to an
instrument's range. But, of course, the blues widened the
range of the instrument, too. Blues guitar was not the same
as classical or "legitimate" guitar: the strings had to make
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voeal sounds, to imitate the human voice and its eerie
cacophonies. Perhaps the reason why the guitar was at once
so popular was not only because it was much like the Afri-
can instrument, the banjo (or banior), but because it was
an instrument that still permitted the performer to sing.

When the Negro ffnally did take up the brass instruments
for strictly instrumental blues or iazz, the players still per-
sisted in singing in the "breaks." This could be done easily
in the blues tradition with the eall-and-response form of
blues. Even much later in the jazz tradition, not only were
instruments made to sound like the human voice but a great
many of the predominantly instrumental songs were still
partially sung. The first great soloist oI jazz, Louis Arm-
strong, was a formidable blues singer, as was &e great iazz
pianist Jelly Roll Morton. Both rnen sang blues almost as
beautifully as they play"ed their instruments.

The primitive blues was still very much a vocal music;
the singers relied on the unpredictability and mobility of
the human voice for their imaginative catalysts. But the
growing use of European instrurnents such as brass and
reeds almost precluded song, except as accompaniment or
as an interlude. When Negroes began to master rnore and
more "European-" instrurnents and began to think musically
in terms of their timbres, as opposed to, or in conjunction
with, ttre voicg blues began to change, and the era. of jazz
was at hand.

"lazz began in New Orleans and worked its way up the
river to Chicago," is the announcement most iuvestigators of
rnainstream popular culture are apt to make when dealing
with the vague subject of iazz and its origins. And while
that is certainly a rhtional explanation, charrningly simple,
etc., it is more than likely untrue. Jazz, or purely instrumen-
tal blues, could no more have begun in one area of the
aounuy than could blues. The rnass migrations of Negroes
throughout the South and the general liberating efiect of

the_ Emancipation make it extremely dificult to say just ex-
actly where and when iaz.z, or purely instrumental blues
(with European instruments), originated. It r.s easy to point
out that jazz is a music that could not have existed wifuout
blues and its various antecedents. However, jazz should not
be thought of as a successor to blues, but as-a very original
music that developed out of, and was concomitant with,
blues and moved off into its own path of development. One
inte_resting point is that although iazz developed out of a
kind of blues, blues in its later popular connotation bame to
mean a @ay of plnging iazz, and by the swing era the wide-
spread popularity of the blues singer had already been re-
placed by the iazz player's. By then, blues was ior a great
many people no longer a separate music.

- 
Even though New Orleans cannot be thought of with any

historical veracity as "the birthplace of. iazz,"-there has been
so much investigation of the iazz and earlier music charae-
teristic tlere in the ffrst part of the twentieth century, that
from New Orleans conclusions may be drawn concerning the
social and cultural phenomena that led to the creation of
jazz. Also, the various effects of the development of this
music upon Negroes in the area can be considered and eer-
tain essential analogies made.

I have mentioned Congo Square in New Orleans as a
place where African Negroes in the earlier years of slavery
met to play what was certainly au African music. Marshail
Stearns quotes an architect, Benjamin Latrobe, who visited
Congo Square in r8rg:

"The music consisted of two drums and a stringed in-
strument. An old man sat astride of a cylindrical drum
about a foot in diameter, and beat it with incredible quick-
ness with the edge of his hand and ffngers. The other dru-
was an open staved thing held between the knees and beaten
in the same manner. . . . The most curious instrument.
however, was a stringed instrument which no doubt was
imported from Africa. On the top of the finger board way
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the rude ffgure of a man in a sitting posture, and two pegs
behind him to which tle strings were fastened. The body
was a calabash . . One, which from the color of the wood
seemed new, consisted of a block cut into something of the
form of a cricket bat with a long and deep mortice down
the center . . . being beaten lustily on the side by a short
stick. In the same orchestra was a sguare drum, looking like
a stool . . . also a calabash with a round hole in it, the hole
studded with brass nails, which was beaten by a woman
with two short sticks." 1

This kind of gathering in Congo Square was usually the
only chance Negroes had to sing and play at length. And,
of course, even this was supervised by the local authorities:
the slaves were brought to the square and brought back by
their masters. Still, the Congo Square sessions were said to
have included many African songs &at were supposedly
banned by the whites for being part of the vodun or voodoo
rites. The slaves also danced French quadrilles and sang
patois ditties in addition to the more African chants that
they shouted above the "great drums."

Nowhere else in the United States is the French infuence
so apparent as in New Orleans; it was this predominantly
French culture that set the tone for the Europeanization of
African slaves in the area. The mulattoes, or light-skinned
Negroes, in New Or1eans, who were the result usually of
some less than legal union between the French masters and
black slave women, even adopted the name Creole to distin-
guish themselves from the other Negroes, although this term
originally meant any white settler of French or Spanish
blood. The Creoles, in much the same manner as the house
Negroes on plantations in other areas, adopted as much of
the French culture as they could and turned their backs on
the "darker" culture of their half-brothers. It is safe to as-
sume, for instance, that there were no black Creoles dancing
in Congo Square.
rThe Story of Jazz (New York, Odord University Press, 1956), p. 49.

The black man must have been impressed not only by the
words and dances of the quadrilles and minuets he learned
from the French settlers of New Orleans, but by the instru-
ments the white Creoles employed to play them. So New Or-
leans Negroes became interested in the tubas, clarinets, trom-
bones, and trumpets of the white marching bands, which
were also popular in New Orleans as well as in many other
Southern cities. (In the time of Napoleon, the popularity
of the military band soon spread from France to all the settle-
ments in the New World influenced by French culture.) The
"exotic" rhythms of the quadrilles (z/4 and,6/8) and the
military marching bands (+/+) also made a great impression
on the slaves, and they tried to incolporate these meters into
their own music. The black Creoles, however, tried to adopt
these elements of French culture completely, learning the
quadrilles by rote. StiII slavery and the circumstance of the
Negroes'bondage played a big role in this kind of assimilation
as well. M*y of the Creoles were freedmen by virtue of the
accident of their birth, or at least were house servants long
before the Emancipation. They had direct access to European
music and instruments long before the rest of the Negroes
in the area.

The marching bands that were started by Negroes in
imitation of the Napoleonic military marching bands of the
white Creoles also fell into two distinct categories. There
were the comparatively ffnely trained bands of the Creoles
and the untutored, raw bands of the Uptown, darker New
Orleans Negroes (whieh did not begin until well after slav-
ery was abolished). These bands were used for all kinds of
affairs; in addition to the famous funeral processions, they
played for picnics, dances, boating trips, and the like. One
reason for the formation of these bands was the organiza-
tion of a great number of clubs and secret societies and
fraternities in the Negro communities (white and black)
after the Emancipation. These societies and fraternities were
an important part of the Nego's life, and drained a lot of
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the black community away from the Christian Church'
which had been the iole place the slaves could spend their
leisure time. But it was not unusual for a Nego to belong
to the Christian Church (in New Orleans, after the Black
Codes of. 1724, Negroes were only allowed to become Catho-
lics) and to also belong to a number of secret societies'
These societies still thrive today all over the country in most
Negro communities, though for the most part their actr]al
"seirecy'' is the secrecy of atty fraternal organizatiol: Tlt
Masons and. the Elks have claimed most urban and North-
ern Negroes, and the old vodun-tinged secret orders, some-
times b-anned by whites, have for the most part (except in
the rural areas ) disappeared completely'

One example of the way Negroes used European futhyt
in conjuncti&r with their own West African rhythms was the
funeral processions. The march to the cemetery was played
in slow,-dirgelike 414 cadence. It was usually a-spiritual that
was playedlbut made into a kind of raw and lluef/ Napole-
onic miiitary march. The band was followed by the mourn-
ers-relativls, members of the deceased s fraternal order or
secret society, and well-wishers. (All night before &e burial,
or on as many nights as there were that intervened between
the death and the burial, the mourners carne into the house
of the deceased to weep and wail and kiss the body' But
these "wakes" or "mourning times" usually turned into house
parties. ) After the burial, the band, once removed some good
iirtut "" 

from the cemetery, usually broke into the uptempo
part of the march at some approximation of the zl4 qua'
iti[" ti*". Diiln't tle Rarnble and Wlwn the Saints Go
Marchid In were two of the most frequently played tunes-
both transmuted religious songs. Even in this kind of march
music the influen"" of th" blues was vety heavy, at least for
the Uptown or "darker" brass bands-the Downtown Creole
bands-would have nothing to do with the "raw and raucous
playing of those dark folki." The form of the Creole funerals
rrust have di$ered also if the Downtown mourners wer€

enulating their white Creole models. Certainly a great ma!)r
self-respecting Creoles must have frowned on tfre antics the
darker Negroes performed when burying a member of their
community. The long period of iovial mourning, complete
with banquets and dancing, was certainly outside the pale of
either Catholic or Protestant religious practice. Herskovits
cites these burial customs as originating in West Africa, espe-
cially among the large Dahomey tribes. (An interesting note
about the New Orleans funeral is that recently, in 1955,
Ebony, the vehicle of American middle-class Negro aspira-
tions, arurounced that when PaPa Celestin, the great New
Orleans trumpet player, died, no jazz was played-"out of
respect for PaPa.")

By the time the marching and brass bands were in vogue
in New Orleans and sorne other parts of the South, Negroes
had already begun to master a great many other European
instruments besides the guitar and the harmonica. The trum-
pets, trombones, and tubas of the brass bands were played
with a varying amount of skill, though when a man has
learned enough about an instrument to pla;r the music he
wants to play, "skill" beeomes an arbitrary consideration.
The blaclrbrass bands of New Orleans around the turn of
the century had certainly mastered the European brass in-
struments as weII as tle Downtown Creole bands, but by
now they were simply 'doing it the way t}ey felt it." By
the time the ffrst non-marching, instrumental, blues-oriented
groups started to appear in numbers,i.e,, the "jass" or "dirty"
bands, the instrumentation .rilas a pastiche of the brass bands
and the lighter quadrille groups. In r8g7, Buddy Bolden s
group consisted of cornet, trombone, clarinet (the ffrst reed
instrurnent Ne groes be gan to pXay with any frequency ) ; violin,
guitar, string bass (already an innovation over the ttlbg the
ffrst "time'keeping" instmment in these bands), and drums.

The repr-essive "white suprernacy" measures that were prrt
into effect after the Civil War had a great deal of effect on the
music of New Orleans. By r8g4., there was a legislative act
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enforcing segregation which hit the black Creoles hardest.
It also, in the long run, helped redirect their social and musi-
cal energies. Up until the time of the infamous discriminative
codes, the Creoles enjoyed an autonomy of social and eco-
nomic status; to a certain extent they had the same economic
and social advantages as the whites, Many of them had been
educated in France and also sent their children to France to
be educated, where nany remained. Quite a few Creole
families were among the richest families in New Orleans, and
still others were well-known artisans and craftsmen. In a
great many cases Creoles worked side by side with whites.
They also enjoyed the cultural side of eighteenth- and nine-
teenth-century New Orleans life: Creoles had their own
boxes at the opera, and they participated in all the Down-
town or white parades with their own highly trained mili-
tary-style marching bands. But with the segregation acts of
the late nineteenth century, Creoles began to lose the iobs
where they had been working with whites, and they were no
longer permitted to play Downtown, neither in the homes
of the rich whites nor in the military parades.

It was about this time that the darker, blues-oriented musi-
cians from Uptown New Orleans were beginning to play
their "dirty" instrumental music in saloons and dance halls,
at parties, picnics, and some of the places where the older
brass marching bands used to hold forth. It was still a
"marchy" kind of music, but the sffict 4/4 march tempo had
given way to the raggqd z/4 tempo, and the timbres and
tones that people like Bolden began to use were radically
removed from the pure sonorities of European-style march-
ing bands. Theirs was a much more vocal kind of playing
compared to the way brass horns had been used before.
Ag"n, this seems part of a deffnable cycle io the response.of
the Negro to the cultural and social stimuli of this country.
The blues moved through much the same cygle, developing
out of what seemed like imitations of European music into a
forrr (and content) that was relatively autonomous. Primi-

tive blues is mucb more a Negro music than a great deal of
the music it grew out of.

Miss Kemble in her diary reports hearing Negroes singrng
a song 'while they labored" on, river boats that was very
qruch like Comi.ng Through the Rye.It is quite probabl'e
that it was Corning Through the Rye. MosC slaves in the
early part-of the nrneteenth century could not have sung'the
words to the song, but could change them into: "]enny slake
her toe at me,/Jenny gone away;/lewry shake her toe at
me,/Jenny gone away./Hurrahl Miss Susy, ohl/Jenny gone
away;/Hurrahl Miss Susy, oht/Jenny gone away." Also iele-
vairt are the best of Miss Kemble's observations about Negro
music-presumably their work songs, since she would hardly
have observed them at any other time:

"Except the extempor"o"om chants in our honor . . . I
have never heard the Negroes sing any words t}at
could be said to have any sense. To one, an extremely
prett/, plaintive, and original air, there was but one line
which was repeated with a sort of wailing chorus-

Oh! my massa told me, there's no grass in Georgia.
Upon- inquiring the meaning of which, I was told it was sup-
posed to be the lamentation of a slave from one of the moie
northerly states, Virginia or Carolina, where the labor of hoe-
ing the weeds, or grass as they call it, is not nearly so severe
as here, in the rice and cotton lands of Georgia. Another verv
pretty and pathetic tune began with words that seemed to
promise something sentimental-

Fare you well, and good-by, oh, ohl
I'm goin'away to leave you, ohl ohl

but immediately went ofi into nonsense verses about gentle-
men in the parlor drinking wine and cordial, and Iadies in
the drawing room drinking tea and cofieg etc. I have heard
tha! yany of the masters and overseers on these plantations
prohibit melancholy tunes or words, and encourage nothing
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but cheerful music and senseless words, deprecating the ef-
fect of sadder strains upon the slaves, whose peculiar musi-
cal sensibility might be expected to make them especially
excitable by any songs of a plaintive character, and having
any reference to their peculiar 546ships." 2

And so we have perhaps another reason why the Negro's
secular music matured only after the end of slavery. The
blues, as it came into its own strict form, was the most plain-
tive and melancholy music imaginable. And the content, the
meaning, Miss Kemble searched for in vain in the work songs,
was certainly quite evident in the later music.

Although the instrumental music moved toward an auton-
omous form only after the Emancipation, in only a few years
after the beginning of the twenUeth century, there was such
a thing as a jazz band. And in a few more years this kind of
band was tlrowing off most of its musical ties with the brass
marching bands or the stiing groups of the white Creoles.

When the Creoles 'bf color" began to lose their Dovmtown
iobs or found that they were no longer permitted to play for
white affairs, some of them began to make the trip Uptown
to sit in with their darker half-brothers. By this time, near
the turn of the cenhr4/, there was a marked difference in the
playing and music of the Uptown and Downtown Ne-
groes. The Creoles had received formal musical training,
sometimes under the aegis of white French teachers. They
had mastered the European instrumental techniques, and
the music they played was European. The Uptown Negroes,
who had usually learned their instruments by ear and never
received formal and technical training, developed an instru-
mental technique and music of their own, a music that relied
heavily on the non-European vocal traditio:r of blues. Many
Creoles who had turned their backs on this "darker" tradition
now began to try to learn it again.

An important idea to consider here is that iazz as it de-
veloped was predominantly a blues-based music. The blues
2 Op. clt., pp. 169-64.

timbre and spirit had come to iazz virtually unchanged, even
though the early Negro musicians using European instru.
ments had to learn to play them with the strict European
march music as a model. The "classical" timbre of the trum"
pet, the timbre that Creoles imitated, was not the timbre
that came into jazz. The purity of tone that the European
trumpet player desired was put aside by the Negro trumpeter
for the more humanly expressive sound of the voice. The
brass sound came to the blues, but it was a brass sound
hardly related to its European models. The rough, raw sound
the black man forced out of these European instruments was
a sound he had cultivated in this country for two hundred.
years. It was an American sound, something indigenous to a
certain kind of cultural existence in this country.

Creoles like violinist Paul Domingues, when he said, "See,
us Downtown people, we didn't think so much of this rough
Uptown jazz until we couldn't make a living otherwise. . . .
I don't know how they do it. But goddam, theyll do it. Cant
tell you what's there on the paper, but just play the hell out
of it," 3 were expressing perhaps the basic con-flict to arise
regarding the way the ex-slave was to make his way in Amer-
ica. Adaptation or assimilation? It was not much of a prob-
lem for most Negroes in the nineteenth century, although,
to be sure, there must have been quite a few who had already
disappeared (culturally) into the white world. The Creoles,
for instance, had already made that move, but New Orleans
was a special situation. Adaptation was the Negro's way ear-
lier; he had little choice. He had not sufficient knowledge of,
or experience in, the dominant culture to become completely
assimilated within it. He went along the path of least resist-
ance, which was to fashion something out of that culture for
himself, girded by the strength of the still evident African
culture. The Uptown musicians made iazz in this manner.
The Creoles resisted "Negro" music because they thought
8AIan Lomax, Mr. lelly RoZt (New York, Duell, Sloan & Pearce, rg5o),
pp. 15-16.
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they had found a place within white society which Toyld
orehude their bein^g Negroes. But they were unsuccessful in
thui, .tt"*pt to "dIsapp"ear" because the whites themselves
reminded tfrem that tli"y *et" still, for all their assimilation,
"coons." And this ,e"mi to me an extremely important idea
since it is just this bitter insistence that has kept.what "Tj"
called Ne''gro culture a brilliant amalgam of diverse influ-
ences.

There was always a border beyond whigh the Negro could
not go, whether musically or socially. There was always a
porriblu limitation to any-dilution or excession-of cultural.or
ipiritual references. The'Negro could not ever become white
Jod th"t was his strength; it *o*" point, always, he couli
not participate in the d6mirnant tenoiof the white man's cul'
irrr"l tt wai at this juncture that he had to make use of other
resources, whether African, subcultural, or hennetic',And- it
was this boundary, this no man's land, that provided the
[ogic and beautY of his music.

7  f  , , . .ClassicBlues

What has been called "classic blues" was the result of more
diverse sociological and musical influences than any other
kind of American Negro music called blues. Musically, clas-
sic blues showed the Negro singer's appropriation of a great
many elements of popular American music, notably the mu-
sic associated with popular theater or vaudeville. The instru-
mental music that accompanied classic blues also reflected
this development, as it did the Negro musician's maturing
awareness of a more instrumental style, possibly as a foil to
be used vrith his naturally vocal style. Classic blues appeared
in America at about the same time as ragtime, the most in-
strumental or nonvocal music to issue from Negro inspira-
tion. Ragtime is also a music that is closely associated with
the popular theater of the late nineteenth and early twenti'
eth centuries. Although ragtime must be considered as a
separate kind of music, borrowing more European elements
than any other music commonly associated with Negoes, it
contributed greatly to the development of Negro music from
an almost purely vocal tradition to one that could begin to
include the melodic and harmonic complexities of instru-
mental music.

Socially, classic blues and the instrumental styles that
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